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FIRST PRODUCTION

The first performance of Fred was produced by the Sydney Theatre Company at the Wharf Theatre on 
31 December 1998 (the first play of the 1999 STC season). It featured the following cast:

 

John Adam: Detective Rose

Jacek Koman: Miles

Matt Day: Rod

Aaron Blabey: Barry

Jacki Weaver: Antoinette 

Claudia Karvan: Monica 

Kirstie Hutton: Pam

 

Director: Mary-Anne Gifford

Dramaturgy: May-Brit Akerholt

 

Fred received dramaturgical support from Playworks National Centre for Women Performance 
Writers and was workshopped by STC’s The Directory research and development program.
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FOR EWOR D

Beatrix Christian is one of our most intriguing artists. After studying at the Playwrights’ Studio at 
NIDA, she worked extensively with Company B, Belvoir (Blue Murder and The Governor’s Family) 
and Sydney Theatre Company (Old Masters, Fred and adaptations of Three Sisters, A Doll’s House 
and Life is a Dream). Her time at both companies was marked by extended collaborations with some 
of our finest theatre makers – Neil Armfield, Robyn Nevin and Benedict Andrews. Christian has since 
shifted focus towards writing for film: I know I’m not the only one who anxiously awaits her return to 
the theatre.

I’ve always felt that ‘the playwright’s voice’ is a strange term – we are, after all, talking about words 
on the page – but when you consider what makes a playwright unique, the term is apposite. We are 
only partially defined by the content of what we say – it is the way we say things, our turn of phrase, 
whether we swear or don’t, use long sentences or short, whether we are poetic or blunt by nature that 
truly reveals our souls. And then of course in the theatre, there is sound; the timbre, pitch and energy 
of the speaking voice that evokes the truths, the dreams, the fantasies and the horrors that are thrown 
at us.

Christian’s voice – erotic, witty, whimsical, yearning and trenchant - is unmistakable. Her worlds 
are porous, always seeming to dissolve between the concrete and the liminal, which creates a kind of 
expanded consciousness in the eccentrics who people her plays. 

Fred is a landmark play in Christian’s oevre. At the time that she wrote it, her output was what some 
might casually term as ‘arty’- in that she was dealing with themes and plots that sit (in an incredibly 
lazy and generalised sense) as ‘difficult’.  Fred was, as I remember it, a deliberate attempt on her 
part to write a ‘commercial’ piece – a comedy, perhaps even a farce, that reflected the themes to 
which she constantly returns (death, moral consequence and responsibility, terror) but which also 
make blatant and deliberate reference to life as it is lived by all of us in this country, here and now. It 
was an enormous success, both at the Sydney Theatre Company (where it was premiered) and then 
subsequently at the Melbourne and Queensland Theatre Companies. Fred has an immense impact in 
the theatre, partly I think because it touches on both the banal and the divine in the same breath – this 
play of Christian’s has always reminded me of the blistering impact of Patrick White, where both the 
magnificence and the ordinariness of being alive is placed on equal footing. 

Christian is one of the most prescient and incisive writers we have in this country, and Fred is an 
example of her writing at its most biting, precise and satiric. This is a great contemporary work which 
deserves revivals, both in the community and professional sectors. Here’s hoping…

 

Tom Healey

Australian Script Centre Literary Manager Red Door curator
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CH A R ACTERS

DETECTIVE ROSE: 30’s, a policeman, porn-star good looks

MILES: 40’s, a surgeon

ROD: 20’s, owns a hardware shop, Antoinette’s husband

BARRY: 20’s, a luxury used car salesman, a stylish dresser, Rod’s best friend

ANTOINETTE: 40, a financial portfolio manager, married to Rod, Monica’s best friend

MONICA: late 20’s, an orphan, Pam’s sister

PAM: 19, an orphan, Monica’s sister

MAN: An Egyptian businessman – actor playing Barry or Miles to double

 

  

“And I will remove the hearts of stone from your bodies and I will give you hearts of flesh and blood.”

– The Ten Signs of the Messiah S. Ansky (1911)
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ACT ONE: Cosmic Tr iv ia

Scene One: Young Bob

[Swirling mist. A dog howls.]

PAM: She goes outside, to get the clothes in off the line. The corpse is lying like a 
sunbather. Under the Hill’s hoist. It’s early evening, a few pale stars in the sky. 
She peers at him. His hands look more alive than the rest of him - fingers curled - 
the thumb and forefinger of each hand lightly touching, forming a delicate circle, 
like in a meditation pose. I have to call the police, she thinks. And just stands 
there. I can’t move, I must be in shock, she thinks next, surprised. Then sees 
the knife.

[Suddenly we’re in ANTOINETTE and ROD’S smart Elizabeth Bay 
apartment. A birthday cake.]

ROD: And he was absolutely dead.

PAM: YES.

BARRY: Wow.

MONICA: Breathe.

PAM: I’m sorry I’m so late. But that’s why.

ANTOINETTE: It’s a miracle you’re here at all.

PAM: I didn’t know what else to do. Except get on with my day to day life.

ANTOINETTE: Poor thing.

MONICA: Breathe.

PAM: I am.

ANTOINETTE: What a birthday present.

PAM: I know, I’ve never even seen a corpse before.
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MILES: Person. He’s a dead person.

PAM: I know that. I found him.

ANTOINETTE: It’s alright to call it a corpse, she’s in shock.

MILES: Until the police identify him he’s a person unknown, once they’ve labelled 
him he’ll become a corpse.

ANTOINETTE: Thank you Miles.

ROD: Where’s the deceased now?

PAM: The police took him. [To Monica] We’re not allowed in the backyard. It’s a 
crime scene.

BARRY: Wow.

MONICA: My God I nearly skipped yoga. I was going to go home and have a bath 
instead. Imagine. I would have got home first...

MILES: What time?

MONICA: Ten past six.

MILES: He might not have been dead at ten past six. He may not have been 
murdered till later.

BARRY: [To Mon] You get home - you take off all your clothes - you get in the bath - 
you lie back - you close your eyes and...

ANTOINETTE: BARRY

MONICA: BARRY.

PAM: [To Miles] He hadn’t been there long. He was still bendy.

MILES: Rigor hadn’t set in, you see.

BARRY: So he must’ve been murdered while Pam was alone in the house.

MONICA: OH MY GOD.

BARRY: Was he naked or what.

PAM: No. He had on a suit.

BARRY: A real suit?

PAM: Yes.

BARRY: A suit and a tie?
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PAM: Yes.

BARRY: A real tie or a cheap tie.

PAM: Real. It had Bob Dylan on it.

ROD: Bob Dylan?

ANTOINETTE: What - like tacky or Versace.

MILES: What’s the difference.

BARRY: There’s a world of difference.

ROD: Young Bob or old Bob.

PAM: Young. Young Bob.

BARRY: Cool.

ANTOINETTE: Very cool.

BARRY: Yes it is.

PAM: It was a really beautiful tie.

BARRY: Nicer than my hand embroidered Ermenegildo Zegna?

ANTOINETTE: Nicer than my slutty mermaid tie?

BARRY: A dero’s suit or like Burberry.

PAM: He wasn’t a dero, he was one of us.

[Beat – they take this in.]

MILES: Have they found the murder weapon.

PAM: Yes.

BARRY: It wasn’t one of your knives that stabbed him was it.

ROD: Don’t be silly. Of course it wasn’t.

BARRY: Night of the Killer Cutlery.

MONICA: Stop it.

PAM: It was our new Kikuichi Chef’s knife.

MONICA: The murderer was in our house?
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PAM: Not exactly. He must have reached in through the kitchen window and got it 
off the bench.

MILES: He or she, you don’t know the killer is a man. Mon This is your fault.

PAM: My / fault.

MONICA: You and your obsession with fresh air. Always having to leave the 
windows part the way up, you wake up in the morning, our house is like a freezer, 
it’s a craze with you.

ROD: This isn’t your fault Pam.

PAM: It’s okay, I’m used to it, she blames me / for everything.

MONICA: I do / not.

PAM: You do / so.

MONICA: All I’m saying is that you’re not very security conscious that’s all.

ANTOINETTE: I’m not setting foot in the kitchen tonight, not after something like 
this, the kitchen scares me.

ROD: The kitchen has always scared you.

ANTOINETTE: And now you know why. We’re going out.

MILES: Please, no, I’m exhausted.

ROD: It’s Pam’s special day, she wanted a home cooked meal.

MILES: What about your budget, I thought we were eating in because you’ve gone 
on a budget.

ANTOINETTE: I’ll pay. [To Rod] Don’t whinge, this is no time to economise.

MILES: I had hoped dinner might make an appearance soon actually, I’ve had 
a long day.

ANTOINETTE: We all have.

BARRY: Long hard and good. This guy / comes in, right.

MILES: The murderer could be someone we know.

ROD: How.

MILES: A million ways. I could’ve done it - when I went out to the bottle 
shop - easy.
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ANTOINETTE: But why.

PAM: Why would it be someone we know - Fred’s a total stranger.

MONICA: Who’s Fred.

PAM: The corpse.

MILES: The dead person.

MONICA: His name’s Fred?

PAM: Maybe, maybe it is, I wouldn’t be surprised, he looked so much like a Fred, I 
said to Detective Rose he looks like a Fred, he really does and he agreed.

ANTOINETTE: Who’s Detective Rose.

PAM: The detective in charge of our case.

MILES: It happened in your backyard, there’s probably a connection.

BARRY: It was your Kikuichi.

MILES: Fred might know one of us or he might know someone one of us knows, 
there’s your missing link.

BARRY: That’s why he was in your backyard. Pam Can I have another glass of 
vodka please.

MONICA: Pam...

PAM: It is my birthday...

ANTOINETTE: The missing link could be that Fred’s related to Pam and Monica.

MILES: How.

ANTOINETTE: He could have been given up at birth and came to find them at last.

PAM: Why would mum and dad have given up Fred and not us.

MILES: That’s stupid. Why would anyone bother to kill their long lost brother.

MONICA: I don’t want a / brother.

PAM: Nor / do I

ANTOINETTE: It’s no more stupid than you killing him on your way to the 
bottle shop.

MILES: Yes it is, it’s much more stupid.
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ANTOINETTE: Are you saying you’re a murderer.

MILES: I was making myself X or Y in a hypothesis.

MONICA: I CAN’T GO BACK THERE, can I stay here tonight.

ROD: Of course you can, the new couch is really comfy, isn’t it Ant.

PAM: What about me.

ANTOINETTE: What about Pam.

BARRY: You can both stay at my place.

MONICA: No thanks.

BARRY: Why not. There’s the spare room.

MONICA: Oh really.

BARRY: There’s Sferra sheets.

MONICA: A man is dead. Stabbed.

BARRY: What. I’m not making a move on you when your little sister’s just found a 
stiff in the backyard.

MONICA: If only I could believe that.

BARRY: Don’t flatter yourself. I’m offering you the spare room. So called because I 
never sleep in it.

MONICA: It’s probably the only place in Sydney you haven’t slept. 

BARRY:  Since when is where I sleep any of your concern.

MONICA: I’m not concerned...

MILES: Lover’s quarrel, lover’s quarrel.

MONICA: Grow up Miles.

MILES: Oh sorry.

BARRY: Anyway, talk about the pot calling the kettle a slut - look at that dress, 
don’t you think you’re sending out a mixed message here.

MONICA: I don’t dress to titillate you or any other man - I dress for myself. Barry 
Yeah well that’s really scary.

ANTOINETTE: [To Barry] The girls can go to your place and you can stay here.
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ROD: What the hell for.

BARRY: I don’t want to sleep on your couch.

ANTOINETTE: I’m just trying to be practical.

MILES: Can we bicker over dinner, I’ve had a long day.

ANTOINETTE: We all have.

MILES: I’ve been in surgery for ten hours, I have to eat soon.

PAM: I’M NOT HUNGRY, I’M NOT TIRED, I’M NOT DEAD, I’M WIDE AWAKE.

[Pause]

MONICA: Well I’ve had the day from hell.

ANTOINETTE: Me/too.

MONICA: I’ve been shooting the tampon commercial / which they’ve 
REWRITTEN AGAIN.

ANTOINETTE: People are actually refusing to move their money into China.

MONICA: The Creatives are a bunch of 20th century / throwbacks.

BARRY: I’ve had a GREAT DAY.

MONICA: One of the bald guys still has a PONY TAIL.

ANTOINETTE: OH MY GOD.

BARRY: A great day this guy comes in.

MILES: Oh no please no / no no no.

BARRY: Youngish - he’s got the Armani suit, the Gucci brief case, the two tone 
girlfriend - I pump myself up, go for it, go for it Bazza, life’s good, you’ve got 
nothing to lose mate - I walk over, I say - Hi. Nice suit. And he says - Yeah. Armani. 
What a schmuck - gotcha, you’re mine - anyone who tells you they’re wearing 
Armani has to be living beyond their means right? - so I say - Let me tell you 
about this car. This car is a Porsche. The last person who owned this car couldn’t 
afford this car. That’s why it’s in my showroom. This showroom is full of cars 
people couldn’t afford. So I don’t want to sell you this car unless you can afford 
to take it off my hands. And he’s looking bored but - get this - he shoots a look at 
the girlfriend to see how she’s taking it and she’s pretending to be bored but her 
ears are flapping, right - so I say - You have to ask yourself three questions. Am I 
rich enough to drive out of here in this car. Am I disciplined enough to make the 
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payments on this car. Am I successful enough - and by that I mean lucky enough - 
to see this thing through. If you can’t say yes to those three questions - walk away. 
Walk away now. But - if you’re feeling lucky - make your day pal. It was like selling 
a vibrator to a nympho. Just floor it baby, and drive on home.

MONICA: At least you understand what it is you do for a living.

BARRY: Ah Monica Monica you’re always hanging shit on me but we all know it’s 
because I’m everything you’ve ever wanted in a man but are too inhibited to admit. 
You dream about me at night.

ROD: I sold two whipper snippers today. You can go for weeks - months even - 
without selling a single one and then - two in one day.

[Pause]

MILES: Where will we feed tonight.

PAM: WHO CARES. Death has marched right into the middle of our lives 
again. Murder.

BARRY: Yeah yeah, you’re right Pam. Let’s drink to... ‘Fred’. He sounds like 
a cool guy.

MONICA: [To Pam] You’ve had enough.

MILES: At least cut the cake dear. Before I faint.

[BARRY hands PAM the knife, brandishing it at MONICA first.]

MONICA: PIG.

ROD: Many happy returns Pam.

[BARRY hands her the knife. She plunges it into the birthday cake.]

PAM: Fred.

ALL: FRED.

PAM: She licks cream off the edge of the blade - careful, it’s sharp, this isn’t mock 
cream, it’s real. She thinks, surprised, that vodka has gone straight to my head.
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Scene Two: Looking for Clues

[PAM listens intently to Dylan’s ‘We Live In A Political World’, verses 1 & 2.]

Scene Three: Different Location, Different Persona

[An investment bank. ANTOINETTE’S office.]

ANTOINETTE: Any news?

PAM: No nothing.

ANTOINETTE: How are you feeling.

PAM: She’s at work. Her head has some kind of reverb inside of it, it’s like she’s 
had a big fat hangover ever since she found the corpse. She doesn’t want a job, 
all she wants to do is sleep, sleep for a year, make that a hundred years of big fat 
sleep. Fred’s in the morgue. Fred’s in the morgue. The morgue. The morgue. The 
thought bounces round her big fat head.

ANTOINETTE: You’ll be fine. Where are we.

PAM: The world. The solar system. The galaxy. The universe...

ANTOINETTE: The office. Different place, different persona and what you need 
to understand is I don’t care. Yes you’re a trainee but I expect our standards to 
coincide, you have no skills but everyone has standards. The people who make 
Kentucky Fried have them. Even taxi drivers have them. Recognise this? It’s 
the draft contract I dictated to you this morning. The client’s name has been 
misspelt. An E is missing. Clarke. Not Clark. Clarke. A zero is missing. Five 
hundred eighty thousand dollars. Not fifty eight thousand dollars. Five eighty. 
This has been ricocheting around the building like a North Korean missile. 
Straight through Visual and Communication - Secretarial Services - commonly 
known as the SS. They slipped it to the Vice President of Soft Products, he shot 
it down to the Director of Human Resources - the CEO’s secretary happened 
to be passing, she copped it - up to her office then back down to me. If this 
contract had been delivered my department would now be Chernobyl. A region 
of lethal contamination. A place where no one ever goes. Ever. A genuine 
embarrassment. Pam.

PAM: Oops.




